A little about us

Currently entering its third year of business D & G Pond and Garden services was originally created by the partnership of Dave Alfrey and Glen Martin. In 2011 Glen made the decision to return to retail leaving Dave as sole proprietor.

Since then Dave has added various staff to the team including 2 skilled labourers and main colleague Aaron Lidster.

D & G are still the most experienced in the field, Dave has a background of working for World of Water (2005 till 2010) and the addition of Aaron with 1 year working with Dave and various other jobs in relevant trades. D & G will always strive to achieve maximum customer satisfaction and believe no job is too small, the team are always happy to answer any queries or give advice over the phone.

Gallery

A few pictures of our work.
ALL PRICES GIVE AN INDICATION OF STARTING COST INCLUDING MATERIALS BUT ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE DEPENDING ON MATERIALS AND AREA

Basic plastic preformed pond installation
Prices from £250
(in local area)
Depending on size

Basic fibreglass preformed pond installation
Prices from £350
(in Local area)
Depending on size
Fibreglass preformed pond installation with design round area
  Prices from £650
  (In local area)
  Depending on size

Fibreglass preformed pond installation raised with planting round area
  Prices from £1000
  (in local area)
  Depending on size
Concrete and painted pond with patio and feature
Prices from £3000
(in local area)
Depending on size

Raised concrete and painted pond with waterfall
Prices from £4000
(In local area)
Depending on size
Concrete and painted pond with waterfall and patio
Prices from £5000
(In local area)
Depending on size

Small pond reline with small edging stones
Prices from £450
(In local area)
Depending on size
Pond reline with edging stones/paving
Prices from £900
(In local area)
Depending on size

Stone water feature restoration/repainting
Prices from £400
(In local area)
Depending on size
Small pond clean
½ day £150
(In local area)

Medium to large pond clean
1 day £300
(In local area)
Large pond clean
1 and ½ days £450
(In local area)

Lake clearance and bank renovations
Prices from £1000
(In local area)
Preformed waterfall installation
Prices from £200
(In local area)
Depending on size

Waterfall restoration
Prices from £200
(In local area)
Depending on size
Aquarium set-ups
Prices from £50
(In local area)
Depending on size

Aquarium cleans
Prices from £50
(In local area)
Depending on size
Garden Clearance
Prices from £150
(In local area)

General garden maintenance
£15ph
(In local area)
Maintenance contract information

We offer many sorts of contracts from basic cleans to all round care

Contracts are available for a six or twelve month term

Visits are agreed between client and D & G Ponds and can be as regular as you decide

Basic contracts can involve as little as a small aquarium clean

More advanced contracts can range from full deep monthly cleans to 7 day a week emergency call outs

Contracts in the local area start from £50 a visit

Contracts do carry a cancellation notice of Three months
Pricing your job and T&C’s

Our pricing is very transparent, a call out or aquatic work taking up to an hour will be £50, most work after this is based on a 2 man team charged at £150 for ½ a days work and £300 a day.

This will give you a ball park figure to your costing but please contact Dave and he will be happy to give you a full quotation.

Our terms and conditions are as followed and can be found on all quotations.

‘D & G Pond and Garden services require materials money to be paid up front before work can commence.

All monies changing hands will be receipted.

We always quote for high quality materials and products if you are after budget equipment please make us aware and we will be willing to re-price.

If specification of work carried out changes we reserve the right to adjust charges accordingly.

A late payment charge of 20% of the labour cost will be added to any outstanding invoices not settled within a week of invoice date.’

Area covered

We are currently based in Hailsham, East Sussex and love working in the local community however we are willing to travel to meet clients and work on the properties.

We have so far worked from Kent over to Worthing and quoted jobs toward the London area.
Our full list of services

- Pond installation
- Pond maintenance & cleaning
- Aquarium installation
- Aquarium cleaning & maintenance
- Filter systems
- UV bulb changing
- Water feature and waterfall installation
- Water feature cleaning & maintenance
- Solving & repairing leaks
- Green water & blanket weed advise
- Pondovac rental
- Lake management
- Fish health advice & treatment
- Planting & restocking
- Fish transportation
- Outside / garden power
- Weeding
- Bog gardens
- Garden lawn & hedge trimming
- Garden maintenance
- Garden clearance
- Landscaping
- Artificial grass
Thank you for choosing D & G Pond and Garden services

We look forward to working with you